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Abstract
Surface layers formed by adsorption of 5-chloro-1,2,3-benzotriazole (5-chloroBTA) on
nickel and influence of pH of borate buffer solution and electrode potential on formation
multicomponent oxidized films on nickel were studied by XPS. It was found that at
concentration of 10–4 mol/l in neutral borate solutions a 0.7 nm monomolecular layer of 5chloroBTA is formed. Using peak intensity angular dependence of XPS spectra the
orientation of 5-chloroBTA close to vertical on nickel hydroxide formed on the nickel
surface was shown. 5-ChloroBTA forms a chemical bond by lone pair of nitrogen and
surface nickel cations.
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Introduction
The electrochemical and adsorption behavior of nickel in neutral (pH 7.4) and alkaline
(pH 9.1) solutions with 1,2,3-benzotriazole (BTA) and it’s chlorine derivative 5-chlorobenzotriazole (5-chloroBTA) has been examined in [1]. Surface nickel oxides formation
was studied in situ by ellipsometry. Adsorption isotherms of BTA and 5-chloroBTA on
nickel at the electrode potentials E = 0.65 V and 0.2 V were obtained. The anodic
polarization curves show a possible stabilization of the passive state in borate – chloride
solutions with triazoles added. BTA is proved to be less efficient than 5-chloroBTA,
although the difference between inhibitors is less than in case of copper and mild steel.
That research leaves an open question about the nature of the adsorption bonding of
triazoles and demands additional investigations.
There are several publications dealing with BTA interaction with the Ni surface. The
Raman spectra of BTA surface layers depending on the applied potential were obtained
and it was preliminary stated (because of low intensity spectra) that a complex of neutral
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molecule of BTA and nickel forms [2]. Notoya et al. [3] using time-of-flight massspectrometry have shown that exposing the nickel electrode in solution containing BTA
results in the formation of a complex with variable composition (Nim(BTA)m+1)n where m
and n can be equal to 1 and 2. In other publications the influence of BTA on copper-nickel
alloys corrosion was investigated [4–6].
In the present paper the results of the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS)
studies of the surface layers formed on nickel exposed in pure borate solutions and with 5chloroBTA added are given.
Experimental
Specimens of polycrystalline nickel (99.99%) in the form of disks of 10 mm
diameter, polished with sandpaper (1000) and diamond powder to mirror finish, and rinsed
in ultrasonic bath by doubly distilled water for 5 minutes. Afterwards specimens were
cathodically activated in a three-electrode cell to remove an air formed oxide, and then the
anodic potential corresponding to the oxide layer formation was stepwise applied and kept
for 60 min. Required amount of 5-chloroBTA was added in the concentration optimally
corresponding formation of a monomolecular film, which is defined from ellipsometric
data [11]. To remove physically adsorbed molecules of 5-chloroBTA the specimens were
sonicated in bidistillate within 10 min, and then immediately transferred to the
spectrometer chamber. XP spectra of the surface layers formed were registered by means
of the special analyzer chamber CLAM100 set on Auger microscope HB100 (Vacuum
Generators, GB). Pressure in the analytical chamber was below 10−8 Torr. The Al anode
(1486.6 eV) is used as the X-ray source (200 W). Analyzer pass energy is set at 50 eV and
sometimes at 20 eV to increase resolution. The spectrometer was calibrated by XPS peaks
of metals: Au4f7/2 (Eb = 84.0 eV), Cu2p3/2 (Eb = 932.5 eV), measured after cleaning the
surfaces of metals by argon ions. Position of XPS peaks of the corresponding elements is
referred to the C1s peak of carbonaceous contamination, whose energy is taken equal to
285.0 eV. The peak positions were reproduced better than ±0.15 eV.
For the further spectrum processing the individual spectra of NiO and Ni(OH)2
powders and metallic Ni cleaned by argon ions sputtering have been registered.
Deconvolution of spectrums into individual Gauss – Lorenz curves was carried out after the
Shirley background subtraction [7]. To calculate the thickness of the formed layers for
assumed model of the surface film a program MultiQuant developed by Mohai [8] is used,
in which the integrated intensity of all elements forming a surface film were taken into
account. This software is based on fitting the experimental and calculated integral peak
intensities. The formed film was divided in some parallel layers (contamination, inhibitor
layer, oxide and metal). It was thus supposed that the corresponding atoms are uniformly
distributed in their layers. The cross sections of the electronic shells , calculated by
Scofield [9] are generally used. Mean escape depths , are calculated according to
Cumpson and Seah [10] by program MultiQuant, which has also been used for simulating
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the intensities of the peaks taking into account the thickness of the layers estimated from
the experimental values.
Results and discussion
As the in situ ellipsometric study of 5-chloroBTA adsorption on the nickel electrode
has shown that the concentration increase results in inhibitor layer growth and at 10–3 mol/l
it stops growing [1]. The pH of solution used is found to have no effect on the layer
thickness. To assess layer thickness XPS method was applied. In some publications [11–
19] XPS was used to examine the surface layer composition on nickel and its alloys in
various media, and it is accepted that at low anodic potentials the Ni surface is covered
with only NiO and Ni(OH)2. However Ni2p spectra are complicated by different
multiplets, satellite peaks, plasma losses and oxidation states, some difficulties arise in
their interpretation [20, 21].
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Fig. 1. XP spectra Ni2p electrons of Ni, NiO, and Ni(OH)2

To identify the surface layer composition on nickel, spectra of NiO, Ni(OH)2 and pure
Ni were studied. Ni2p3/2 peak maximums of individual compounds (Fig. 1) fairly
correspond to those given in other publications [20–22]. Table 1 presents the measured
XPS peak positions of corresponding elements.
Specimen exposed at 0.2 V in pure borate buffer solution (pH 7.4) for 1 h gives a
complex XP spectrum of the Ni2p electrons (Fig. 2a). Presence of the metallic Ni2p
doublet indicates thin oxidized film formation. The similar spectrum appears if specimen
was exposed at pH 9.1.
Because potentials of film growth are fairly low to form trivalent oxides, they were
not taken into account when the experimental spectra have been deconvoluted and fitted.
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The XPS shape of the Ni2p electrons obtained could be fitted only if nickel states as Ni0,
NiO and Ni(OH)2 are taken into account (Fig. 2). Using least-square-error proportion
between peak intensities of oxide and hydroxide is chosen in such a way to satisfy the
lowest deviation of the simulated spectrum from the experimental one. The presence of
NiO, Ni(OH)2 and adsorbed water is approved by the O1s spectrum that can be divided
into three peaks (Fig. 3).
Table 1. Spectra line positions of atoms of examined substances.
Spectrum line

Substance

Eb, eV

NiO

529.5

Ni(OH)2

531.2

H2O

532.7

Ni

852.7

NiO

854.4

Ni(OH)2

855.9

N1s

–N–

400.8

Cl2p

Cl–

201.3

O1s

Ni2p3/2

Fig. 2. XP spectra of Ni specimens at E = +0.2 V, pH = 7.4 in borate buffer (a) and with 5chloroBTA added (b).

Spectra integral intensities were used for calculation of the layers thickness formed on
Ni surface (Table 2). It was assumed that NiO layer is located between metallic Ni and
Ni(OH)2.
Total oxide layer thickness for specimens exposed at pH 7.4 and pH 9.1 is ~1 nm
(Table 2, No. 1, 4, 8, 10). Specimen exposition in 5-chloroBTA solution causes the N1s
(Fig. 3b) and Cl2p peaks to appear. Table 2 presents thicknesses calculated for some
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experiments with different conditions. When 5-chloroBTA adsorbs, the N1s peak position
moves from 401.0 eV for 5-chloroBTA (crystal powder) to 400.4 eV (Fig. 3b). The
observed chemical shift and peak FWHM reduction from 2.91 to 2.42 eV demonstrate the

Fig. 3. XP spectra: a) O1s electrons on Ni surface, exposed in borate buffer. 1 – experimental
spectrum, 2 – simulated spectrum, 3 – NiO, 4 – Ni(OH)2, 5 – H2O; b) N1s electrons of 5chloroBTA powder (1) and adsorbed (2).

electronic density averaging around nitrogen atoms because of deprotonation and chemical
bond formation between N lone pair and nickel cations. Cl2p peak position doesn’t change
when 5-chloroBTA adsorbs. In this case the Ni2p electrons show lower presence of oxide
components (Fig. 2b) and consequently the lower oxide layer thickness.
Table 2. Treatment conditions and layer thickness formed on Ni surface
Treatment conditions

No.

Layer thickness, nm

pH

E, V

Time,
min

Cl–BTA,
M/l

(CH2)x

OH

Cl–BTA

Ni(OH)2

NiO

1

9.1

+0.2

–

–

1.50

0.61

–

0.70

0.24

2

9.1

+0.2

75

10–6

1.79

0.33

0.43

1.00

0.23

3

9.1

+0.2

135

10–6

1.50

1.01

0.33

0.61

0.25

4

7.4

+0.2

–

–

1.74

0.78

–

0.78

0.32

5

7.4

+0.2

75

10–6

3.09

1.31

0.26

0.47

0.21

6

7.4

+0.2

135

10–3

1.42

0.57

1.08

0.46

0.21

7

7.4

+0.2

180

10–4

1.79

0.76

0.67

0.61

0.26

8

7.4

0.1

–

–

1.99

0.80

–

0.60

0.15

9

7.4

0.1

180

10–4

1.81

0.69

0.82

0.58

0.35

10

7.4

–

–

–

3.22

0.39

–

0.84

0.38

11

7.4

–

7200

10–2

2.90

0.57

0.83

0.81

0.27
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For layer thickness calculation, density of surface compounds is required. For closepacked molecules of 5-chloroBTA, its density calculated from Van der Waals radii and
molecular weight is 1.49 g/cm3. However, when adsorbed, it can change because it may be
determined by presence of free cations that coordinate organic molecule. It will be shown
later, its density can be reduced under 1.17 g/cm3. That’s why a mean value of 1.30 g/cm3
was taken. The densities of NiO and Ni(OH)2 were taken as 6.65 and 3.65 g/cm3,
respectively.
From the data acquired we may conclude that at low concentration (10–6 mol/l) pH
value and time (up to 2 h) doesn’t affect the 5-chloroBTA layer thickness (0.34  0.07 nm).
At 10–4 mol/l film growth stops at 0.86  0.23 nm. Value dispersion is explained by
adsorption on rough surface and some molecules are situated in grooves. Rough surface
modeling by pyramids [23] leads to obvious thickness decrease by ~0.2 nm. Whereas
nitrogen to chlorine distance is 0.57 nm, this value (taking into account Van der Waals
radii) is close to calculated thickness of 5-chloroBTA adsorbed on the oxidized Ni surface.
It is worth noting that when 5-chloroBTA is adsorbed, atomic ratio N : Cl is lower
than 3, shows a certain inhomogeneity of atom distribution caused by orientation of
molecules. The same is observed when 5-chloroBTA adsorbs to nickel oxidized in water.
The second batch of specimens was not processed electrochemically. Polished and
washed in ultrasonic bath they were put into hot distilled water and exposed for 1 h at
70C, later in 12.5 mM/l 5-chloroBTA solution for 12 h. It should be noted that before
inhibitor deposition, the nickel specimen oxidized layer had the same composition as the
one, prepared electrochemically (Table 2, exp. 10). After second ultrasonic washing, XP
spectra were registered at two angles  (15 and 45) of the electronic emission [24].  is
angle between trajectory of emission and normal to specimen surface. If an angle
increased, metallic component of Ni2p doublet spectrum decreases. At the same time N : Cl
ratio decreases from 2.21 to 1.88 showing inhomogeneous distribution of these atoms in
the surface layers.
The approach from [25, 26] was used to calculate relative depth distribution of atoms.
Logarithm of peak intensity ratio is measured at high (50) and low (15) electron emission
angles. It is known that XPS-peak intensity of atoms I0 under layer of thickness d is
determined according to equation [27]:

I  I0 exp(d / λcosθ) ,
where  – electron emission angle,  – electron free path in screening layer for given
orbital. Having measured peak intensity at two angles 1 and 2, we can find logarithm of
intensity ratio (LIR):
I1/I2 = exp(–d/cos) / exp (–d/cos)
ln (I1/I2) = (–d/cos) – (–d/cos)
–ln (I1/I2) = (d/cos) – (d/cos)
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–ln (I1/I2) = d [(1/cos) – (1/cos)]
As [(1/cos) – (1/cos)] is formally constant, LIR gives information about
relative in-depth distribution of atoms. The less is logarithm value, the deeper element is
allocated. However in this approach there are some restrictions. Firstly, layered-like
structure is assumed, secondly, it is desirable to compare atoms with similar kinetic
energies Ek, because it affects , the electron mean path. No doubt that logarithm value
will be averaged for the same atoms in several layers.
To neutralize the effect of carbon surface contaminations the experimental intensity
values were normalized by carbon peak intensity for each angle, and later their ratio was
calculated.
In Fig. 4 the intensity ratio logarithm ln(I50/I15) is shown for atoms in layer formed by
5-chloroBTA in borate solution on nickel surface. In this diagram all the points are situated
diagonally (for illustration purposes), and it could be seen how atoms are arranged in the
overlayer. An obvious surpassing of ln(I50/I15) for chlorine comparing with nitrogen
indicates deeper location of N in the adsorbed layer. Nevertheless it should be noted that 
(3.86 nm) for chlorine is greater than for nitrogen (3.36 nm) and angle increase will
a priori give greater value of ln(I50/I15) for chlorine even for homogeneously distributed
atoms. Thereby the MultiQuant program was applied to simulate peak intensity for two
angles, based on model with thickness of layers found from experimental intensities.
Calculated intensity ratio logarithms are also plotted in the diagram (Fig. 4).
Because of averaging the experimental thickness values for two angles used in
calculation some discrepancies in experimental and simulated in-depth distributions are
observed. As expected, ln(I50/I15) for chlorine is greater than for nitrogen nevertheless the
value difference (0.07) is much larger for experiment (0.16  0.02) (Fig. 4). It clearly shows
that chlorine atoms are situated above the nitrogen ones that corresponds to almost vertical
orientation of 5-chloroBTA molecules on the oxidized Ni surface.
As -Ni(OH)2 is unstable we suppose the topmost layer is a stable -Ni(OH)2 with
brucite (native magnesia) structure [28], it is possible to assume 5-chloroBTA allocation
using crystal’s structure parameters on -Ni(OH)2 (001) (Fig. 5).
According to crystallographic parameters [29] BTA molecule volume is 145 Å3 and
its density is 1.33 g/cm3. Chlorine atom increases 5-chloroBTA volume and density up to
1.49 g/cm3. However, this density is for close-packed molecules, and could be inaccessible
on surface disposition only at free vacant nickel cation. For instance, face area of Ni(OH) 2
(100) is 13.81 Å2, that is half of area required for vertical placement of one anion of 5chloroBTA (~25 Å2), (projection on area perpendicular to pseudo C2 axis of anion). For
this reason, it is possible to allocate only one 5-chloroBTA molecule on two neighbor
faces. When monolayer of vertical-positioned molecules is formed on this face, its density
may attain 1.39 g/cm3. However, on other faces the 5-chloroBTA density is lower as one
molecule takes larger area because of the lack of nickel cations on the surface that could
coordinate 5-chloroBTA. Considering that nickel specimen is polycrystalline, the layer
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density will be averaged and for all calculations density variation from 1.2 up to 1.39 g/cm 3
will reduce the calculated 5-chloroBTA layer thickness for 0.2 nm. This value almost
matches acceptable error for layer thickness calculation. It should be pointed out that 5chloroBTA adsorption on the oxidized surface of iron, copper and zinc also results in
monolayer formation not exceeding 0.7 nm [30]. While adsorption on Ni and Fe terminates
with monolayer formation, on Cu and Zn a surface layer grows up to several nanometers
and consists of apparently insoluble polymeric complexes.
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Fig. 4. ln(I1/I2) variation plot and relative in-depth atomic distribution. 1 – experiment,
2 – simulation.

Fig. 5. Atoms order in -Ni(OH)2 (001-face) (a) and possible 5-chloroBTA anion allocation
on this face (b).
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Conclusions
1. Nickel exposition in borate buffer solution at potential +0.2 V causes thin (1 nm) oxide
layer formation, composed of NiO and Ni(OH)2.
2. When 5-chloroBTA is adsorbed on oxidized nickel surface, monomolecular layer forms,
thereby oxide layer thickness decreases. 5-chloroBTA layer thickness is 0.80.2 nm and
almost doesn’t depend on pH and 5-chloroBTA concentration.
3. Angular dependence of XP spectra evidences vertical orientation of 5-chloroBTA anions
fixed on surface by lone pair of nitrogen, and chlorine atoms form a virtual topmost
layer.
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